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Abstract—Emerging networked systems require domain-
specific routing protocols to cope with the challenges faced
by the aeronautical environment. We present a geographic
routing protocol AeroRP for multihop routing in highly dynamic
MANETs. The AeroRP algorithm uses velocity-based heuristics
to deliver the packets to destinations in a multi-Mach speed
environment. Furthermore, we present the decision metrics used
to forward the packets by the various AeroRP operational modes.
The analysis of the ns-3 simulations shows AeroRP has several
advantages over other MANET routing protocols in terms of
PDR, accuracy, delay, and overhead. Moreover, AeroRP offers
performance tradeoffs in the form of different AeroRP modes.

Index Terms—geographic routing, AeroRP, high-speed, aero-
nautical networks, ns-3 simulation, accuracy metric, MANET,
disruption-tolerant network (DTN)

I. INTRODUCTION

Emerging airborne networked systems require multihop
transmission of data in a highly dynamic environment. An
example motivation is the iNET telemetry application [1]–
[4]. However, the highly dynamic environment poses unique
challenges such as short transmission times between nodes
due to speed and limited connectivity due to mobility [5], [6].
Therefore, a domain specific geolocation-based routing proto-
col, AeroRP, is proposed for multihop routing in networked
systems [7]. The main focus of AeroRP is to efficiently route
data packets, such as telemetry data, among airborne nodes
(ANs) to a ground station (GS) as shown in Figure 1. The
ANs must use themselves or relay nodes (RNs) as next hops
in order for the packets to reach their destination as the AN
may never be within transmission range of the GS within a
reasonable amount of time.

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are self-configuring
wireless networks with no pre-established infrastructure. Rout-
ing packets among a network in which a specific hop-by-hop
path will most likely not persist must be a major consideration
by the MANET routing protocol since ANs can have relative
speeds up to Mach 7 [5], [8]. These fast moving nodes create
a unique challenge for routing packets when connectivity
among the nodes is very intermittent and episodic. Thus,
traditional MANET routing protocols are not suitable for such
environments. Previous geographic-based routing protocols
generally do not consider high velocity of the nodes.

In this paper, we first present an overview of the AeroRP
protocol and algorithm to make decisions to forward the
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Fig. 1. Aeronautical network architecture

packets to the next best available hop. We also present per-
formance results of the AeroRP routing protocol and compare
its performance to traditional MANET protocols. We show
that certain modes of AeroRP outperform the MANET routing
protocols in terms of successful packet delivery, accuracy,
overhead, and delay in this highly-dynamic environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses background information specific to geographic rout-
ing protocols, some specific geographic routing protocol im-
plementations, and routing data in high speed networks. The
AeroRP routing protocol is detailed in Section III. Then,
in Section IV, we present the simulation results comparing
AeroRP to traditional MANET protocols in a highly dynamic
network. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

The various geographic routing survey papers [9]–[11]
break down different geographic forwarding decisions into
MFR (most forward with radius r), NFP (nearest with for-
ward progress), and compass. MFR is the most intuitive and
forwards the packet to the node that makes the most forward
progress with respect to the source and destination. NFP
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forwards the packet to the node that is closest to the source
and is closer to the destination, reducing packet collisions
compared to MFR by making shorter hop routing decisions.
Compass forwarding chooses a node that is closest to an
imaginary line drawn between the source and the destination
and makes forward progress.

There are many popular geographic routing protocols, in-
cluding DREAM [12], LAR [13], and GPSR [14], which are
reviewed in the following subsections.

A. DREAM
In the Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility

(DREAM), the frequency at which location information is
shared among the nodes is based on how far apart the
nodes are and how fast the nodes are moving. The further
apart a given node is from another node, the less frequent
location information needs to be shared. DREAM optimizes
the frequencies of its control messages based on this concept.

Based on the location information that the nodes collect
from their neighbors, DREAM moves the data packets with
no pre-established route to nodes that it knows are towards the
direction of the destination. A packet is sent among a node’s
one-hop neighbors by sending to all of the neighbors that lie
within a wedge that originates from the sender and opens up
to the possible distance that the receiver travels in a given
unit of time. The maximum velocity is used to calculate the
possible distance that the destination could move. This process
is repeated at each hop with an undefined recovery mechanism
if there are no one-hop neighbors within the wedge.

B. LAR
Location-Aided Routing (LAR) uses the same concept from

DREAM of the wedge and refers to it as the request zone.
However, unlike DREAM, it uses this request zone to send
route requests as opposed to data packets. LAR degrades to
flooding if route requests to nodes within the request zone do
not reach the destination.

In LAR, nodes must know if they are in the request zone
so they can either drop or send the route request. The LAR
uses two different schemes for a node to determine if it is
in the request zone. The first scheme consists of the sender
sending a route request that contains the coordinates of a
rectangle that contains the request zone. A node that receives
this route request will discard if it is not within the rectangle
and forward if it is. The second schema does not explicitly
define the request zone but instead forwards the packet based
on the distance the sender is from the destination.

C. GPSR
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [14] forwards

data packets based on a greedy heuristic. A beaconing mecha-
nism is used to share location information with one-hop neigh-
bors as well as piggybacking location information on actual
data packets. However, packets cannot always be forwarded
with this greedy approach even when other paths exist. GPSR
takes another approach when greedy forwarding does not

work: perimeter routing. Well known techniques for traversing
the perimeter of a planar graph are used to forward the packet
until greedy forwarding can resume.

D. Routing among High Speed Nodes

Geographic routing in MANETs that are traveling at su-
personic speeds have not been widely studied, defined by the
iNET (Integrated Networked Enhanced Telemetry program)
as Mach 3.5 (1200 m/s) [2]. Unpiloted aerial vehicle (UAV)
geographic routing has been simulated at 25 m/s [15], much
slower than Mach 3.5 (1200 m/s). A top speed of 20-50 m/s
is typical among geographic routing protocols [16]–[23]. A
top speed of 200 m/s has been considered while reducing the
control overhead in MANETs [24].

There are a few routing protocols specifically for aero-
nautical environments. ARPAM [25] is a hybrid AODV [26]
protocol for commercial aviation networks that utilizes the
geographic locations to discover the shortest but complete
end-to-end path between source and destination. Multipath
Doplar routing (MUDOR) [27] takes relative velocity into
consideration as well as the Doppler shift to measure the
quality of a link. Anticipatory routing [28] tracks highly
mobile endpoints that reach the reactive limit in which the
speed of the nodes is comparable to the time it takes for
the location tracking to converge upon the position of the
node. Spray routing [29] involves unicasting a packet a specific
depth away from the destination in which the packet is then
sprayed or multicasted to a controlled width or number of
levels of neighbors, for highly mobile endpoints up to 250 m/s.
However, none of these approaches mention such speeds as
high as Mach 3.5 in which rapidly varying connectivity is a
major consideration.

III. AERORP

AeroRP makes its routing decisions with no end-to-end
knowledge of a source to destination route. The routing
decisions are made per-hop such that the packet is moved
closer to the destination based on a speed-based heuristic
that is calculated for each one-hop neighbor. The following
subsections detail the calculations that are used for next hop
forwarding decisions as well as the specifics of the architecture
and different modes of AeroRP.

A. Decision Metrics

The time to intercept (TTI) is the primary metric used for
routing decisions in AeroRP [7], [30]. The TTI is a heuristic
metric that gives the source node an idea of how soon potential
neighbors will be within transmission range of the destination.
The speed component, sd, is an important part of the TTI
calculation, and is the relative velocity a potential neighbor has
with respect to the destination. A high and positive sd infers
the neighbor is moving towards the destination at a high speed;
high and negative sd infers the neighbor is moving away. In the
following subsections, the sd and TTI calculations are detailed.
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1) Speed Component: Given a neighbor ni that has geo-
graphical coordinates of xi, yi and a velocity of vxi, vyi, the
velocity vector for ni is calculated as:

vi =
√

vxi
2 + vyi

2 (1)

The angle in degrees1 between the positive x-axis of ni

plane and ni velocity vector is:

Θ = atan2(vyi, vxi) ×
180
π

(2)

Destination D has geographical coordinates xd, yd. The an-
gle between the positive x-axis of ni plane and the imaginary
line drawn between ni and D is:

Θ̄ = atan2(yd − yi, xd − xi) ×
180
π

(3)

The difference between the angles (Θ − Θ̄) gives the angle
between ni velocity and the imaginary line drawn between ni

and D. This gives us sd:

sd = vicos(Θ − Θ̄) (4)

Figure 2 illustrates an example in which a potential neighbor
is moving towards the destination in quadrant I relative to
the destination. In this example vxi is −14.15 m/s, vyi is
−14.15 m/s, Θ is −135 ◦, Θ̄ is −111.8 ◦, and sd is calculated
as 18.4 m/s.

8.111

0.135

2.23)8.111(0.135

ni

Fig. 2. Potential neighbor moving towards destination

2) Time to Intercept: The time to intercept (TTI) is the
primary metric used for routing decisions in AeroRP. A source
node calculates the TTI of its neighbors to understand when it
will potentially be within transmission range of the destination
and make the decision to route to the neighbor that will
potentially be within transmission range of the destination

1atan2(x,y) is a two-argument convenience function that computes
the angle in radians between the positive x-axis of a plane and the x, y
coordinates.

the soonest and thus has the lowest TTI. Given a potential
neighbor ni with coordinates xi, yi, zi and destination D with
coordinates xd, yd, zd, the Euclidean distance between the two
is:

∆d =
√

(xd − xi)2 + (yd − yi)2 + (zd − zi)2 (5)

The TTI is calculated as follows in which R is the transmission
range of the mobile devices:

TTI =






0 for sd < 0 and ∆d > R
∆d − R

sd
otherwise

(6)

TTI=0 is a special case that indicates to never choose this
neighbor as a next hop because we do not choose nodes
that are moving away from the destination and not within
transmission range. A negative TTI is allowed because this
is an indication of a node being within transmission range of
the destination and thus should be considered as a next hop.
Nodes within transmission range of the destination are chosen
over nodes that are not.

B. Operation

The AeroRP routing protocol has both a neighbour discov-
ery and a data forwarding phase. In order to discover neighbors
in beacon mode, nodes receive AeroRP hello beacons from
their neighbors that contain coordinate and velocity data from
that neighbor. A node maintains its neighbor table based on
the hello beacons received from its neighbors. This neighbor
table is used to calculate the TTI of its neighbors in order to
make routing decisions.

Given the wireless nature of node communication in
MANETs, it is possible for a node to be promiscuous and
overhear all packets, even those packets that are not intended
for a given node. In beaconless promiscuous mode, AeroRP
takes advantage of this behavior and adds location information
to each data packet per-hop as opposed to sending periodic
hello beacons with this information. All nodes within trans-
mission range, including those nodes that are not the intended
receiver, can listen to the data packet and extract the location
information from the header and store this location information
in its neighbor table for making routing decisions.

For the case when the node receives a packet for which the
node itself has the best TTI but is not within transmission
range of the destination, the packet can be queued in a
configurable sized queue for a configurable amount of time.
The queue is checked at a configurable frequency to see if
there is a neighbor with a lower TTI than the local node.
When a neighbor with a lower TTI is encountered, the packets
from the queue are sent at a configurable data rate. There are
currently three different AeroRP modes for when the local
node has the best TTI:

1) Ferry: Queue the packets indefinitely until a node with
a lower TTI is found.

2) Buffer: Queue the packets in a finite sized queue with
a finite timeout until a node with a lower TTI is found.

3) Drop: Drop the packet.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION VARIABLES

Variable Values
Mobility model Random waypoint (0 s pause)
Velocity Mach 3.5 (1200 m/s)
Simulation runs 10
Simulation area 150 km2

Initial position allocator Random rectangle
Warmup time 100 s
Application sending time 1000 s
Link layer wifib-11mbs
Packet size 1000 bytes
Sending rate 8 kb/s CBR
RTS/CTS? No
Packet fragmentation? No
Propagation loss model Friis
Transmission range 27.8 km
Transport protocol UDP

When receiving a data packet, a node uses its neighbor
table to decide how to route the packet. If the node is not
the packet’s destination, the node will clean its neighbor table
of stale entries and those nodes that are predicted to be out of
range. If one of the neighbors is the destination of the packet,
the packet will be transmitted to the destination. Otherwise,
the packet will be transmitted to a neighbor that has a better
TTI. If the local node has the best TTI, it will ferry, buffer,
or drop the packet depending on the mode that AeroRP is in.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the results of simulations con-
ducted with the ns-3 simulator [31] to compare the per-
formance of AeroRP and its various modes with the tradi-
tional MANET routing protocols AODV (ad-hoc on-demand
distance vector) [26], DSDV (destination-sequenced distance
vector)2 [33], and OLSR (optimized link state routing) [34],
[35]. The topology setup consists of between 10 and 100
wireless ANs that are randomly distributed over the simulation
area. A single stationary sink node is located in the center of
the simulation area representing the ground station. AeroRP
is tested in the ferrying, buffer, and drop modes that were
discussed in Section III-B. In buffer mode, the packet queue
size and timeout is configured to be in line with what AODV
and DSDV implement. AeroRP is tested with these three
modes as well as in both beacon and beaconless promiscuous
mode. Other details of the simulation are shown in Table I.
These parameters are chosen to identify routing performance
and not to focus other layer issues [36]. 802.11b with 11 Mb/s
was the most common and reliable wireless link layer protocol
in ns-3 at the time of the AeroRP implementation.

We look at four different metrics to measure the perfor-
mance of the different routing algorithms:

• Packet delivery ratio (PDR): the number of packets
received divided by the number of packets sent at the
application layer. Note that not necessarily all packets
sent at the application layer will be sent at the MAC
layer. This can happen if there is no route for the packet.

2AODV and OLSR is part of the standard ns-3, DSDV has been developed
by the KU ResiliNets group and has been merged into ns-3.10 [32].

• Accuracy: the number of packets received divided by the
number of packets sent at the MAC layer. This allows us
to measure how accurate a route is for a given routing
protocol based on whether or not the route that was
chosen for the packet results in a successful reception
at the destination. This is a good metric to gauge the
quality of a route in a highly dynamic topology in which
the validity of a route can rapidly change.

• Overhead: the excess Bytes used to move the actual
packet payload from source to destination.

• Delay: the difference in time between when the originator
of a data packet transmits the packet at the MAC layer
and the time that the MAC layer of the final destination
receives the data packet.

Figure 3 shows the average PDR as the number of nodes are
increased. The node density of the network affects all of the
routing protocols with AeroRP ferrying packets in beaconless
promiscuous mode performing the best. The PDR for all
AeroRP modes increases as the number of nodes increase
with the exception of a slight performance degradation as
the number of nodes approaches 90 and higher. The PDR for
both DSDV and AODV immediately degrades as the number
of nodes increases. This is most likely due to the increase
in overhead observed as the number of nodes increases. The
performance of OLSR starts to degrade around 50 nodes. This
suggests that as the number of nodes increase, AeroRP is
able to make more intelligent decisions on how to move the
data packets towards the destination whereas the non-AeroRP
routing protocols are relying on non-geographic based links
to move the packet to the destination.
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Fig. 3. Effect of node density on PDR

Figure 4 shows how accurate the various routing protocols
are as the number of nodes are increased. OLSR, DSDV,
and AODV yield an accuracy of less than 62%. All of the
various modes of AeroRP have an accuracy of 50% or higher
at all node densities. The accuracy of ferrying and buffering
packets with AeroRP stays constant at almost 100% as the
number of nodes increases. This illustrates AeroRP’s ability
to accurately deliver packets, largely facilitated by predicting
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whether fast moving neighbors are in or out of transmission
range by using the last known distance between the source and
neighbor as well as the neighbor’s velocity. Of the AeroRP
modes, the beaconless promiscuous mode is more accurate
than the beacon modes for two reasons. First, the surrounding
nodes overhear data packets and thus trajectory data every
single time a packet is transmitted. This results in sharing
trajectory information more often than sending out periodic
hello beacons. Second, putting the control data in the actual
data packets makes the communication more symmetric than
sending separate control packets. A control packet that is 44
B may be transmitted successfully to a neighbor. However,
this does not necessarily mean that a 1000 B payload plus
the control overhead can be successfully transmitted to that
same neighbor, especially if that neighbor is on the edge of
the transmission range.

For AeroRP, the accuracy increases with the node density
with the exception of AeroRP running in beaconless promis-
cuous mode but with no ferrying or buffering of packets. This
decrease in accuracy can be attributed to the nodes having to
rely on data transmissions to communicate their trajectories
to nearby nodes. The buffering and ferrying allows data to be
delivered at different times in the simulation whereas AeroRP
that is not ferrying or buffering packets is not sharing this
information as often. This does not occur when AeroRP is in
beacon mode but not ferrying or buffering packets because
it still regularly shares its trajectory information with its
neighbors in the form of periodic hello beacons. OLSR yields
higher accuracy as the number of nodes increases but still not
as high as the AeroRP modes.
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Fig. 4. Effect of node density on accuracy

As illustrated in Figure 5, the average overhead of the
network increases with the node density. However, the proac-
tive discovery and maintenance of routes in AODV results
in exponentially increasing overhead as the number of nodes
increase from 30 to 50 nodes. The overhead of AODV would
probably continue to exponentially increase and monopolize
the bandwidth if it did not hit the network saturation point.
The overhead of DSDV increases linearly from 18 kb/s at 10

nodes to 1.5 Mb/s at 100 nodes. The overhead of OLSR and
the AeroRP routing protocols also increase linearly, but not
as drastically as DSDV, from around 15 kb/s at 10 nodes to
around 100 kb/s at 100 nodes. OLSR is similar to AeroRP
in that it proactively beacons control messages to it’s one-hop
neighbors. Note that AeroRP in beaconless promiscuous mode
with no ferrying has the lowest overhead. This makes sense
because the beaconless promiscuous mode removes the need
for separate control packets, thus cutting down on overhead.
Also, this mode of AeroRP transmits less packets because it
drops them immediately if there is no route, which also cuts
down on overhead.
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Fig. 5. Effect of node density on overhead

The effect that node density has on the delay of data packet
transmissions is shown in Figure 6. AeroRP modes that ferry
or buffer packets have the highest delay because the packet
will be held as long as required for delivery or until the
packet expires in the queue in buffer mode. The delay could
be as long as required for a given scenario assuming the
protocol and end point can tolerate such delay (e.g. non-
real time communication). Although the delay is higher, these
modes usually deliver more packets than the other protocols
as previously shown in Figure 3. The two AeroRP modes that
buffer packets have delay in the middle compared to the other
routing protocols because they will only hold packets for a
finite amount of time. The two AeroRP modes that do not
do packet ferrying or buffering have the lowest delay because
they drop the packet immediately if there is no route.

It is interesting to note that the ferrying and buffering modes
of AeroRP actually decrease in delay as the node density
increases while the other AeroRP modes, AODV, DSDV,
and OLSR actually increase in delay as the node density
increases. Perhaps as the node density increases, the buffering
and ferrying modes are able to get their buffered and ferried
packets to their destinations more quickly while the increase
in nodes results in more hops and thus longer delay to the
destination. It is suspected that calculating just the average
delay for data packets that were not ferried or buffered for the
AeroRP modes that do this would result in the same increasing
trend of delay as the number of nodes increases.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Highly-dynamic airborne networks require domain-specific
protocols for communication to cope with the challenges
faced in highly-dynamic environments. In this paper, we detail
AeroRP, a geographic-based routing protocol designed specif-
ically for high-speed environments. Furthermore, we present
the results of simulating AeroRP and other legacy MANET
routing protocols in high-velocity scenarios. The combination
of some kind of packet buffering, whether it is indefinite or
finite, coupled with beaconless promiscuous mode generally
yields the best PDR, accuracy, and overhead. The AeroRP
buffering modes offer a tradeoff between the higher packet
delivery but higher delay of the ferrying modes.
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